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As the basic characteristic of the public space, publicity is becoming weaker due 
to the centralization, integration and systematization of modern architecture. Our 
views of the public space should not only focus on the "space" but also on the 
"publicity" as it shows the true needs of the user in space. The substance function 
that space undertaken will no longer fulfill the require now and the social function is 
turning more and more important. The publicity of space studies the relationship 
among user, space and the society. It becomes a primary aim of this study that How to 
construct the publicity of space by the dimension, proportion, material and other 
physical ways. 
Some parts of the existing public space in cities have not been used yet while 
others do not meet the needs. No doubt It is important to increase and improve the 
public space by urban planning approach such as parks and squares, but architecture 
should be designed to provide some space for the public activities to add some of the 
publicity of space in the whole city as it is another important area for the human 
activity. So the concept of "in-between space" from Aldo van Eyck is introduced to 
provide a strategy by discussing the spatial properties and mode of the in-between 
space of architecture in this study.  
Three main parts are consisted in this study. The first part of them shows the 
definition of the publicity of space from the view of sociology. It also summarizes the 
publicity of space in modern China and its problems with reasons and emphasizes the 
social function of the public buildings. The second part shows the multiple roles that 
in-between space plays in shaping the publicity through the analysis of the 
in-between space elements and spatial patterns. The third one comes up with the 
publicity creating strategy of the in-between space with the combination of many 
cases from three aspects which are the interface, the internal space and the function 
of architecture. The last part aims on summary of the design discipline of in-between 
space that is hommization, enterableness, recombination and integrity. Then it adds 
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图 1-1 建筑的开放包容与拒绝隔离 
来源：导师工作室提供；GOOGLE 图片 
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图 1-5 中介空间的转换形成 
来源：作者自绘 
 
     孙全文在《建筑之中介空间》一书中认为：“内部空间在分解后与外部空间
交相叠错、渗透的过程中，所产生的中介空间形态，同时发挥了它特异的功能，
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